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27.    After the molds are removed, if there should be found any small pits or openings on the exposed faces of the concrete (or if bolts are used for securing the molds the ends of which are removed, leaving small holes), all such holes, pits or porous places shall be neatly stopped with pointing mortar, made of equal parts of cement and sanel and mixed in small quantities to be used before the .same shall set.   Although it has not been specified to use a facing of mortar for such masonry as is to be permanently buried or covered by earthwork, such m*"~~" shall not be constructed and left with pores and honey-' surfaces.   All such pores and openings shall be stopped pointing- mortar, composed of one part of cement and tf
of sand, the same to be neatly filled  into all op** smoothly finished, in advance of any filling against
NAME PLATE AND DATK.
28.    A name plate and date shall be furnished by the contractor and put upon OIK* piece of masonry at each bridge or job constructed by him, such plate to be of brass or copper or other durable metal, furnished with bolts or projections on the back to be buried in the concrete and to secure it firmly to the same, and having on it the contractor's name and the elate of the year in which the concrete work is constructed.   These plates should be placed upon the parapet walls of abutments, concrete arches and pipe culverts, and upon the ends of the bridge seats of piers, when* they can be plainly seen and easily read.   These should be* set as the concrete work is finished and should be level with the surface of the same.
KXTKA   WnilJC,
29.    It is I hi* intention of the foregoing specifications that
work of all kinds shall be* dune by unit prices. It shall be paiJ for at rates per unit of measure of the several kinds of work required. Wherever, in the* judgment of the Kngineer in charge, such prices are unfair to the contractor, the conditions shall be fully explained to the Kn^'meer of Bridges, whose permission shall be obtained in writing for all extra work to be done. Generally surh work shall I»e done at the actual cost, and the contractor shall lie allowed ten (10) per cent, in addition, to cover superintendence, the use of tonls, etc. No other rate will be allowed, unless specially provided when the work is ordered.
30.    A daily report of forces employed and material used in all extra work shall be made by the  Foreman on the work to the Assistant Knginerr or Inspector in charge of the work,

